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H ' against for months. As for ourselves, we arc neutral as we are will- -

1 ' ig to support any movement, designed to help win the war, notwith- -
H t standing the fact that some of them seem hysterical and far removed
H from the spirit of the time. We gather one definite idea from the re- -

H ' i cent order of the economy commissioner and that is that we do not
m envy the man his job at a dollar a year.

M PASS UP THE EXPERIMENT.

WITH interest we have watched the trial of the new auto parking
provided by the city administration. Without waiting for

H a shocking accident to prompt us we have reached the conclusion that
H it will not do. There are too many dangers lurking in the new scheme
H to be tolerated by people desiring an even break in the battle against
H the Grim Reaper.

H That there has not been more public opposition to the departure
H may be attributed to the fact that it takes a serious accident to arouse
H the local public to action. For years we have been having intermit- -

H tent campaigns for vigorous enforcement of the traffic ordinances.
H Every time a worthy citizen is sent to a premature grave by a reck- -

H less speed fiend we cry for enforcement of the ordinances.
H Day after day we pass automobiles driven by juveniles and give
H them little concern. We are indifferent to the dangers of the prac- -

H tice until someone is killed by a juvenile driver. Instantly another
H campaign for enforcement of the traffic ordinances starts.
H Inasmuch as these campaigns last but a short time the city's re- -

H lief is but temporary. Sooner or later the piompting acciding is for- -

H gotten and vigilance relaxes until another life goes under the wheels.
H What the city needs is an official campaign which will be perpetual.
H Until we have it we may expect calls to attend funerals which might
H easily have been deferred for years.
H Fire Chief W. H. Bywater condemns the new system declaring
H that it increases the accident hazard for the fire department. One
H need not be expert to see the dangers confronting the fire department
H and the public in the event of a fire in these zones. We have witnessed
H a number of minor accidents which may be attributed to the new sys- -
H ' tern. Street cars and automobiles are continually coming together on
H the street car tracks as a result of confusion attending the system.
H Fortunately no serious accidents have occuned which an be at- -

H tributed to the new parking plan. The city should abolish the test be- -

H fore it adds to the city's list of lives lost in preventable accidents. The
H lessons of the past should prompt us to take action before it is too

H BARGAINING TARIFF.

FEW weeks ago France served notice on the world that begin- -A ning with April of next year her trade relations with other coun- -

tries, allied or neutral, must thenceforth be on the basis of a bargain- -

h ing tariff. France labors under no illusions with respect to post-w- ar

j trade, and because of her specialization along certain lines of indus- -

H stry, which form what may be called the backbone of her export trade,
B she is in a position peculiarly adapted to the bargaining tariff policy.
fl These specialized lines of industry include silk manufactures, feminine

U wearing apparel, toilet preparations, photographic films, wines, etc
M Other industries she possesses, but those mentioned will be the ones
B on which France chiefly relies for the bulk of her business in the years
M to come.
M, In this respect France differs from the United States. Our indus-- j

tries'are so varied, so large, and distributed over so vast a territory
M that it would be difficult to select any one, or any group, as repr-

ess x senting our chief commercial asset. Hence, any attempt on our part
Ht to put into operation a bargaining tariff would result in a storm of

m protest as the plan unfolded, and would create endless bickering, ec

H , onomic jealously, and industrial disarrangement if persisted in.
f Where France might posses five basic industries the UnHed States

HI would have fifty, those fifty including five competing h those of
H France, a group competing with the basic industries of rmany, an-- 1

' other with the basic industries of England, and so on. To put our silk
H 4n industry, for example, at a disadvantage in trading for a concession in

Hi

the French market for our canned meats would start a quarrel, and ,t.
this example might be amplified and applied to the various basic in-

dustries of the various countries of Europe and of the Orient.
The best solution which has yet been presented of the problem of

protecting our industries after the war appears to be along the line of
the maximum and minimum tariff, which was tested in the last Re
publican tariff law, and which was potentially so effective that it nev-cam- e

into actual operation. It was denounced at the time as a "trade
club" which would incur for us European hatred and reprisals. It did
nothing of the kind. Scheduled to go into effect, March 31, 1910,
against any country then discriminating against American goods,
(and France, by the way, was at the head and front of this offending)
by the end of 1909 every commercial power on the globe had quietly
and without complaint accepted our legislation as a method of pro-
tecting our markets by fair means, and had assured the United States
of its sincere good faith. France, Germany, and others had rescinded
vexations discriminatory regulations against our exports. The world
was dealing with us under our minimum tariff, which protected Amer-
ican industries, although it permitted an import trade averaging

annually during the life of the law at an average rate of
duty on all imports of 19.38 per cent, compared with an average rate
of 20.9 per cent under the old Wilson-Gorma- n law of the Democratic
days of 1894-- 7.

But there was a division in the ranks of the protectionists from
1909 to 1912, and the Republicans went out of power. Not until they
are returned to power will the United States come into possession of ,

trade policy which post-w- ar competition with France and with the
world will necessitate.

LOOKING FOR TROUBLE.

THERE seems to be a strong disposition on the part of the sheriff
Lake county to run the police department of Salt Lake

City and as it is generally known that the sheriff takes orders from
the state house machine the motive is not hard to figure out. The
sheriff takes special delight in making an arrest in the city to make it
appear that the police department is lax in its duty. If the police de-

partment were permitted to employ the same tactics in the county out-

side of Salt Lake City it would be a fair field and no favors and we
have no doubt that considerable laxity on the part of the sheriff's of-

fice could be brought to light. Be that as it may a system that has
for its main purpose tending to the other fellow's business is pretty
apt to be neglectful of its own and such petty methods have nothing to
do with the enforcement of law and order.

Jack Corless may be a'competent sheriff and he may have a com- -'

petent force but the Salt Lake public is pretty well convinced that
Parley White is a competent chief of police and that the police depart-
ment is doing good work. If it is true that Corless has not enough
work to keep his second-stor- y sleuths busy he might try firing a few
of them or else send them up to play mumblepeg with the gang on
the state house lawn or he might extend their territory and send
them out to round up a special session of the legislature. At any rate
he should not hold Parley White responsible for the fact that Martin
Mulvey failed to connect with the chief of police job that little trick
was turned by someone else in the interests of good government.

We often wonder if Mr. Baker has discovered who lifted the lid
off of hell. 'J

The American spirit is working rings around the swivel chair
patriots in Washington.

H

When a convention of Quakers goes on record for a continuance
of the war until won it certainly can be called unanimous. New York
World.
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It looks as if the ten-ce- nt decrease in coal prices might be in A

danger of getting lost in the 25 cent increase in freight rates. In-

dianapolis News.
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